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Abstract

Correcting Errors Due to Species Correlations in the Marginal Probability Density Evolution Algorithm

by

Abiezer Tejeda, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2013

Major Professor: Dr. Chris Winstead
Department: Electrical and Computer Engineering

Synthetic biology is an emerging field that integrates and applies engineering design methods to biological systems. Its aim is to make biology an “engineerable” science. Over the years, biologists and engineers alike have abstracted biological systems into functional models that behave similarly to electric circuits, thus the creation of the subfield of genetic circuits. Mathematical models have been devised to simulate the behavior of genetic circuits in silico. Most models can be classified into deterministic and stochastic models. The work in this dissertation is for stochastic models.

Although ordinary differential equation (ODE) models are generally amenable to simulate genetic circuits, they wrongly assume that a system’s chemical species vary continuously and deterministically, thus making erroneous predictions when applied to highly stochastic systems. Stochastic methods have been created to take into account the variability, unpredictability, and discrete nature of molecular populations. The most popular stochastic method is the stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA). These methods provide a single path of the overall pool of possible system’s behavior. A common practice is to take several independent SSA simulations and take the average of the aggregate. This approach can perform
well in low noise systems. However, it produces incorrect results when applied to networks that can take multiple modes or that are highly stochastic.

Incremental SSA or iSSA is a set of algorithms that have been created to obtain aggregate information from multiple SSA runs. The marginal probability density evolution (MPDE) algorithm is a subset of iSSA which seeks to reveal the most likely “qualitative” behavior of a genetic circuit by providing a marginal probability function or statistical envelope for every species in the system, under the appropriate conditions. MPDE assumes that species are statistically independent given the rest of the system. This assumption is satisfied by some systems. However, most of the interesting biological systems, both synthetic and in nature, have correlated species forming conservation laws. Species correlation imposes constraints in the system that are broken by MPDE. This work seeks to devise a mathematical method and algorithm to correct conservation constraints errors in MPDE. Furthermore, it aims to identify these constraints \textit{a priori} and efficiently deliver a trustworthy result faithful to the true behavior of the system.
Synthetic biology is a fairly new science which is concerned about making biology easy to engineer. It combines concepts from engineering and biology to try to design, simulate, predict, and build synthetic living systems. In order to make this possible, computer-aided design (CAD) tools are needed by designers to help design and simulate the system before it is built in the lab. Over the years several distinct mathematical methods have been created to model and simulate the behavior of biochemical networks. Ordinary differential equations are among the oldest of these methods. Although differential equations have been successfully applied to simple systems, they make erroneous assumptions that fail to produce the correct results when applied to highly variable systems. For this reason, stochastic models have been created to take into account the randomness or variability of biochemical networks. The most popular of the stochastic models is commonly known as Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA). SSA can show a single path or result from the many possible solutions or behaviors the system can take. In order to figure out what is the most likely solution, researchers take multiple independent runs of SSA and take the average. This technique can yield correct results only for systems that are not highly stochastic but the technique fails when applied to highly random systems. For this reason the marginal
probability density evolution (MPDE) algorithm was created to deliver a trustworthy and robust result of the expected behavior of the system. Although MPDE works for many simple models, it also has its limitations. MPDE fails when applied to systems that exhibit conservation constraints. Conservation constraints are mathematical laws that are imposed to the system. For instance, a conservation law might be that the sum of the molecules of two biological species must remain constant at all times. This work seeks to refine MPDE by creating an algorithm to take into account conservation laws present in the genetic circuit model. A refined version of MPDE will be able to simulate a wider array of interesting biological models while producing correct and robust results close to those observed in the lab or in nature.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Synthetic biology is an emerging science concerned about new ways to engineer biological systems. The subfield of genetic circuits consists of methods and tools for designing functional behavior in organisms by inserting exogenous genetic instructions. One major area of research for genetic circuits is to analyze and predict the behavior of synthetic gene networks by means of computational tools [1]. However, the randomness of these circuits makes \textit{in silico} analysis cumbersome [2]. Moreover, due to complex protein interactions and stochastic events, it is difficult to establish truly modular functional models for genetic parts.

Mathematical models have been created to characterize, predict, and modify the behavior of genetically engineered networks. Chemical reaction networks can be transformed into a set of first order differential equations (ODEs). Although ODE models are generally amenable to modular descriptions, they wrongly assume that a system’s chemical species vary deterministically and continuously, which often results in erroneous states [3]. Hence, ODE models can make incorrect predictions when applied to highly stochastic systems, thus requiring stochastic analysis for accurate and robust design of genetic circuits.

To arrive at a modular approach to stochastic genetic circuits, some researchers propose using probability-transfer models [4]. Probabilistic models show some promise for modular synthesis strategies in the forward design of genetic circuits. Nguyen \textit{et al.} recently demonstrated a modular probabilistic approach for synthesizing a “quorum trigger” circuit [5]. In this example, the probabilistic model provided three main benefits: (1) Intuitive abstract behavioral models of the circuit’s genetic components; (2) A coherent procedure for forward-design based on modular logic parts; and (3) A framework for estimating the reliability of the synthesized function.
There are two basic questions researchers ask when analyzing biochemical reaction systems. First, what is the typical behavior of the system? Second, how robust or how confident can one be of that behavior? These are very important questions when designing synthetic biological networks. The designer is interested in matching the intended behavior with the actual system’s behavior. Popular stochastic simulation algorithms (SSA), such as Gillespie’s SSA [6,7] and \( \tau \)-leaping [7,8], provide a single path of the possible system’s behavior. In highly stochastic genetic circuits this typical behavior may be concealed by transient “noise.”

It is a common practice to execute several independent simulation runs and compute the average over all time to understand the typical behavior of the system. An envelope is then calculated in the form \( \bar{x} \pm \sigma \), where \( \bar{x} \) and \( \sigma \) are the average and standard deviation vectors, respectively, computed over \( N \) SSA runs. The average, \( \bar{x} \), is considered to be the system’s typical behavior, while the standard deviation, \( \sigma \), is a confidence envelope indicating how the system can deviate from the expected behavior.

The method of averaging performs well in low noise systems. However, most interesting genetic circuits are highly stochastic and/or multi-stable, for which this method produces an incorrect result. For instance, consider the lambda phage bistable switch [9,10]. This system can take two possible states. Assuming half of the runs fall into state 1 and half of the runs fall into state 2, taking the average over all time would yield a fictitious “middle” state that conceals the true behavior of the system.

In order to obtain aggregate information from multiple SSA runs, the iSSA method was proposed by Winstead \textit{et al.} [11]. In iSSA, \( N \) independent SSA runs are simulated over a short time interval. Statistics are then gathered at the end of the time interval. A new state is computed from those statistics and the algorithm is repeated for another time increment until the simulation time is reached. iSSA can choose one of several methods to compute the statistics. This work focuses in only one of the iSSA methods known as iSSA-MPDE or MPDE for short, meaning \textit{Marginal Probability Density Evolution} [11]. MPDE allows the use of different SSA methods such as \( \tau \)-leaping, Gibson-Brucks, etc. under certain
The aim of MPDE is to provide an alternative approach that can reveal the statistical envelope for every species in the system, under the appropriate conditions. MPDE approximates chemical species as a set independent Gaussian random variables. At the start of each SSA run, the initial molecule count of each species is computed using each species’ marginal Gaussian distribution. When all $N$ SSA runs are terminated, the marginal distributions are estimated by computing the mean and variance of each species. MPDE follows the system’s deviation as it evolves over time providing a confidence level of the system’s stochasticity and robustness.

In its original presentation, MPDE relied on the assumption that, during a brief time-interval, all species variations are pair-wise conditionally independent, given the system’s total state. This assumption is not always accurate. In fact, some variables may be highly dependent on each other, which may completely invalidate the simulation results. Previous accounts of the MPDE method offered no means of testing for dependencies. This work proposes a technique to identify some useful procedures for testing and resolving variable dependencies in MPDE simulations.

The new approach introduces a Linear Gaussian Network (LGN) approximation during brief time intervals of the stochastic simulation. A LGN considers the system as linear for a very short interval of time as well as Gaussian distributed species. This approach can be used to establish statistical independence among species in order to create modular models. The approach can also be used to verify independence assumptions in circuits that are synthesized from modular models.

In most cases, highly correlated species can be identified $a$ $priori$ by calculating conservation constraints in the reaction network model. For the remaining independent variables, it is helpful to approximate some, or all, of the system’s species as Gaussian-distributed variables. Then, during a brief interval of time, the system may be treated as a LGN. Variable dependencies appear as significant non-zero entries in an LGN’s information matrix, which is computed as the pseudo-inverse of the covariance matrix. The information matrix
can be computed periodically during simulation, and can be used to spot dependencies in
the reaction system (and hence to flag violations of modular independence assumptions).

In addition to the information matrix, dependencies among species of a reaction network
appear as linear relationships in the row space of the network stoichiometry matrix [12].
Stoichiometric analysis can allow us to identify conservation relations in the reaction model
even before simulation of the genetic circuit is initiated [13,14]. We propose the combination
of conservation constraints identification, as presented by Sauro and Ingalls [12], with MPDE
in such a way that conservation constraint failures are resolved.

Resolving conservation constraints in MPDE will make the algorithm more suitable
for simulating a wider array of interesting biological systems while providing true sample
trajectories and meaningful statistical analysis tools to the biological designer.

1.1 Contributions of Thesis

The first contribution of this thesis is the application of a systematic method to identify
correlated species within a biochemical model. Although this mathematical methods have
existed for hundreds of years, it is the first time they are used in iSSA-MPDE. The second
contribution is the creation of an algorithm that effectively partitions a biochemical net-
work into independent and dependent species. This partition is used to keep conservation
constraints intact during simulation. In addition to conservation constraints, other subtle
types of correlations may appear in a reaction network. A covariance matrix or information
matrix can be used to spot those correlations and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
can be used to correct those. Finally, the major contribution of this work is a refined, more
robust overall MPDE algorithm that can operate on a wider array of interesting biological
systems.

These contributions can be summarized as follows:

- Conservation constraints resolution in MPDE;
- Systematic method to pinpoint correlated species within a chemical network;
• Run time verification of other subtle types of correlations by using a covariance or information matrix within MPDE.

1.2 Overview of Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the reader with the foundations and building blocks necessary to have a rudimentary understanding of synthetic biology and genetic circuits modeling. This chapter introduces basic theory of chemical reactions, cell composition and the central dogma, a brief introduction to synthetic biology, and modeling and construction of genetic circuits. Chapter 3 explains the most used mathematical methods to simulate genetic circuits such as ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and some stochastic methods as well. Chapter 4 explains the new stochastic simulation method called *marginal probability density evolution* (MPDE) and shows how species correlation (variable dependencies) can be resolved using conservation constraints analysis. Chapter 5 presents the results found by this investigation while Chapter 6 finalizes with a discussion of the results and methods used in this work.
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter introduces the basic concepts in biology and biochemistry required to understand synthetic biology and genetic circuits. It is organized as follows: Section 2.1 gives an overview of chemical reactions. Section 2.2 presents the basics of synthetic biology, while genetic circuits are described in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents an overview genetic circuits modeling techniques and, finally, Section 2.5 briefly describes the process of manufacturing genetic circuits and the registry of standard biological parts (BioBricks).

2.1 Chemical Reactions

A chemical reaction is the process by which two or more substances, called reactants, are converted into one or more different substances, called the products. At the most basic level, chemical reactions combine atoms, the basic building blocks for all matter (living or not), to form molecules and these molecules can also be combined to form more complex compounds. There are three different types of atomic bonds: covalent, ionic, and hydrogen bonds.

Chemical equations are used to represent chemical reactions mathematically or graphically. For instance, Equation (2.1) is a simple chemical equation for the formation of water. $H_2$, $O_2$, and $H_2O$ are referred to as the chemical species, where $H_2$ and $O_2$ are the reactants or substrates and $H_2O$ is the product. The subscripts in $H_2$ and $O_2$ indicate that the hydrogen and oxygen molecules are composed of two atoms of the same type. The coefficients in front of the hydrogen ($H_2$), oxygen ($O_2$), and water ($H_2O$) molecules are referred to as the stoichiometry of the reaction, indicating that two hydrogen molecules or dimers and one oxygen dimer are used to produce two water molecules. Due to the conservation of matter, the numbers along each side of the equation must be equal.
\[ 2H_2 + O_2 \xrightarrow{k} 2H_2O \] (2.1)

The \( k \) above the arrow in Equation (2.1) is called the rate constant. This value is a measure of how fast this reaction can occur. In practice this value is very difficult to determine exactly for biochemical reactions. Nonetheless, it is used in several of the modeling techniques that will be addressed in this work. In chemistry, the law of mass action explains and predicts behaviors in the dynamic equilibrium of chemical reactions. One aspect of this law concerns the kinetics of biochemical reactions, also called rate equations. This law states that the rate of a reaction is determined by the rate constant and the molecule concentrations of reactants raised to the power of their stoichiometry \([3]\). The rate equation corresponding to Equation (2.1) is shown in Equation (2.2), where \([H_2] \) and \([O_2] \) refer to the concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen, respectively. The 2 in front of the \( k \) means that two molecules of water are formed for every reaction that occurs.

\[ \frac{d[H_2O]}{dt} = 2k[H_2]^2[O_2] \] (2.2)

Chemical reactions can be divided into different groups according to the type of the reaction. In this work only the most simple form of chemical reactions is considered: elementary reactions. An elementary reaction is the smallest division into which a chemical reaction can be decomposed. There are no intermediate products in an elementary reaction. Usually one or two molecules are involved, since the probability for three or more molecules colliding at the same time is very unlikely. The most important types of elementary reactions are unimolecular and bimolecular reactions. Only one molecule is involved in unimolecular reactions while only two molecules participate in bimolecular reactions. These reactions can be either synthesis, where two simple reactants combine to form a more complex molecule, or decomposition, where a complex substance breaks down into its component molecules. The general form of synthesis and decomposition reactions are shown in Equations (2.3) and (2.4), respectively.
\[ A + B \rightarrow AB \]  \hspace{2cm} (2.3)

\[ AB \rightarrow A + B \]  \hspace{2cm} (2.4)

### 2.1.1 DNA Replication

All genetic information is encoded by molecules called **nucleic acids**. There are two types of nucleic acids: *deoxyribonucleic acid* or DNA and *ribonucleic acid* or RNA. Both DNA and RNA contain multiple genes that encode and carry genetic information. DNA molecules contain the copy of the cell’s genome and can carry thousands of genes to transmit this information. In contrast, RNA molecules are shorter and are used to transport genetic information to the cell machinery carrying only one or a few genes. DNA and RNA are made of smaller subunits called **nucleotides**. There are four different types of nucleotides in each nucleic acid and their arrangement determines the genetic information. Nucleotides corresponding to DNA and RNA are called \( A, G, C, T \) and \( A, G, C, U \), respectively.

Genetic information is passed from parents to children by means of parental DNA replication. DNA replication is the process by which a cell’s genome is duplicated. Though it might seem simple, replication is a complex process that involves several specialized molecules and proteins. However, DNA replication can be described as two distinct stages: first, the two strands of parental DNA are separated; the second stage consists of making new copies using the two single strands as templates [15].

In the first step of DNA replication, **helicase**, a special protein, unwinds the DNA double helix. Next, **DNA polymerase**, an enzyme that helps in DNA synthesis, binds to one *strand* of DNA and begins to copy in the 3’ to 5’ direction. The synthesized single-stranded DNA is called the *leading strand* and is used for reforming the DNA double helix. A second DNA polymerase is used to copy the other DNA strand from 5’ to 3’, which is the direction in which DNA synthesis can only occur. Discontinuous segments of DNA called *okazaki fragments* are synthesized by this second molecule and **DNA ligase**, another enzyme,
stitches these fragments together into the lagging strand as shown in Figure 2.1.

### 2.1.2 Central Dogma: On Protein Synthesis

The central dogma or doctrine of the triad states that once genetic information has been transformed into a protein, it cannot be converted back into its original state. That is, the transfer of information from nucleic acid to nucleic acid or nucleic acid to protein is possible, but conversion from protein to protein or protein to nucleic acid is impossible [16]. In other words, DNA can be synthesized from itself, RNA can also be synthesized from both DNA and itself, and protein can be synthesized from DNA and RNA. However, protein can never be converted back into DNA or RNA. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3.

Synthesis of RNA from DNA occurs through a process called transcription. This process is akin to DNA replication in that double-stranded DNA is unwound and single strands are used as templates to produce RNA. The main enzyme that directs transcription is RNA polymerase or RNAP. To start transcription, RNAP recognizes and binds to a specific site in the beginning sequence of a gene called promoter. A promoter sequence is found on one strand of DNA and indicates RNAP where to start transcription and in which direction it should synthesize. Then, RNAP unwinds the double-stranded DNA and starts synthesis of messenger RNA, mRNA, in a unidirectional manner. mRNA is also known as antisense or template strand as it is a single strand complementary to one of the strands of DNA. The other strand is known as the coding strand. Transcription terminates when RNAP reaches a region known as the termination region. This process is done in two steps: first, the newly formed mRNA is released from RNAP and, second, RNAP itself disengages from DNA.

Transcription factors are proteins that either enhance or inhibit the ability of RNAP to initiate transcription. A transcription factor binds to the operator site, a DNA sequence near the promoter, to help RNAP bind to the promoter and activate transcription or block RNAP from attaching to the promoter thus inhibiting the initiation of transcription. Transcription factors that enhance the ability of RNAP to bind to the promoter are called activators and those that preclude it are known as repressors. Put in other way, an activator “turns on”
Fig. 2.1: An overview of DNA replication (Courtesy of the National Center for Biotechnology Information).

Fig. 2.2: Illustration of protein synthesis flow as stated by the doctrine of the triad or central dogma. The flow of information follows the direction of the arrows.

Fig. 2.3: Picture illustrating how proteins cannot be converted back into DNA or RNA as stated by the central dogma. The flow of information follows the direction of the arrows.
transcription and a repressor “turns off” gene expression. When transcription is terminated, protein synthesis starts by the process of translation.

Translation involves three important steps: initiation, elongation, and termination. Each tRNA molecule has two sites called acceptor site and anti-codon site. The acceptor site binds a particular triplet of nucleotides called codon and the anti-codon site binds a sequence of three unpaired nucleotides called anti-codon. The codon that signals initiation of translation is ATG which codes for the amino acid methionine. Not every protein starts with methionine, though, since this amino acid is oftentimes removed in protein post-processing. Next, elongation begins when a tRNA charged with methionine binds to the translation start codon and the large subunit binds to both mRNA and the small subunit.

After elongation starts, ribosomes shift the first methionine charged tRNA from the A site to the P site. The A site is occupied by a new charged tRNA molecule corresponding to the codons of the mRNA and the two amino acids form a bond. The first tRNA is released and ribosomes shift again so that the P site contains a tRNA with two amino acids. A new charged tRNA binds to the A site and elongation continues on until a stop signal, called stop codon, is reached. When the stop codon is found, the ribosome breaks apart into its large and small subunits thus releasing both the new protein as well as the mRNA. This new protein is then ready to undergo post-translational modification. The process of transcription and translation is depicted in Figure 2.4.

2.2 Synthetic Biology

Scientists have been modifying biological organisms for many years. In the 1970s, a new engineering discipline was introduced: genetic engineering, which permits the modification of an organism’s DNA or genome using recombinant DNA technology. In 1972, Paul Berg developed and described a method that allowed the combination of duplex DNA molecules [17]. Berg created the first recombinant DNA molecules when he combined DNA from the monkey virus SV40 with that of the lambda phage virus. Despite the significant advances genetic engineering has introduced in the biomedical sciences, biotechnology, and key understanding of biological organisms, there are still limitations that have yet to be
Fig. 2.4: Illustration of protein synthesis depicting the process of transcription and translation along with post-translation processing. Double-stranded DNA is unwound and copied to produce a single strand of RNA through the process of transcription. In post-transcription processing, messenger RNA, or mRNA, is formed and transported out of the nuclear membrane of the cell. Next, translation starts when ribosomes attach to mRNA to begin synthesis of the polypeptide chain encoded in mRNA. This polypeptide chain folds upon itself to form a protein that is active after an effector molecule binds to it.

overcome. Genetic engineering lacks the rigor of disciplines such as electrical engineering. The emergent field of *synthetic biology* takes a step further from simple gene manipulations to the construction of synthetic genomes or *genetic circuits* that can be inserted in organisms to control cell behavior.

According to Drew Endy, professor at Stanford University, synthetic biology aims to make biology easy to engineer. It accomplishes this goal by bringing together the expertise of professionals from biology, chemistry, physics, and engineering [17]. Synthetic biology also seeks to understand life, to introduce new functions in living organisms and make them perform desired tasks, and ultimately, to build life from scratch. For over 30 years genetic engineering has been based on the following three techniques:
• **Recombinant DNA** - construction of artificial DNA through combinations;

• **Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)** - copy and amplification of DNA segments;

• **DNA Sequencing** - determining the order of nucleotides of a DNA segment.

As pointed out by Endy [18], synthetic biology extends genetic engineering by adding the following three ideas:

• **Standards** - creation of repositories of parts and devices that can be easily assembled;

• **Decoupling** - division of complex problems into simpler problems to be worked independently (i.e., separating design from construction);

• **Abstraction** - management of complexity by hiding information as depicted in Figure 2.5.

A useful way to explain this nascent field is by drawing an analogy with electrical and computer engineering, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. Historically, electrical engineering emerged from physics as electrical engineers were tinkering with circuits instead of studying relativity or quantum mechanics. In the same way, synthetic biology has splintered off from biology and bioengineering because instead of studying natural organisms, synthetic biologists are engineering new ones. This analogy goes beyond historical relationships, though. In many ways synthetic biologists have based their field on electrical engineering and other fields. Design of new behavior in biological organisms occurs at the top of the hierarchy in Figure 2.6, but the implementation takes place from bottom up. The bottom layer of the hierarchy is comprised of DNA, RNA, proteins, and metabolites such as lipids, carbohydrates, amino acids, and nucleotides [19]. This layer is the counterpart to the physical layer of resistors, capacitors, and transistors in electrical and computer engineering. The next layer up is responsible for the regulation of information through biochemical reactions, equivalent to logic gates in computer systems. Biological devices can then be assembled into modules or complex pathways to function much like integrated circuits (IC) in computers. These pathways can be interconnected and inserted in host cells to program their behavior like
microcontrollers in a computer. In consequence, programmed cells can be made to function together as a quorum to perform more sophisticated tasks similar to computer networks.

Synthetic biology promises great benefits for our society by potentially changing living organisms in ways never seen before. However, as is the case with other disciplines, these benefits do not come free of risks. Synthetic manipulation of biological systems can be dangerous for human health and/or the environment [20]. For instance, DNA synthesis has recently helped resurrect the 1918 influenza strain [21, 22], and is also capable of producing the smallpox virus from DNA sequence information available to the public [23]. In addition, the development of this technology can be used by terrorists to fabricate bio-weapons to attack populations. Clearly, safety regulations must be taken by government agencies around the globe to ensure that the use of synthetic biology is confined as much as possible for the development of products beneficial to any form of life of earth.

2.3 Genetic Circuits

DNA segments can be manipulated to behave in logic ways and build programmed behavior in cellular networks. However, in order to program and robustly control cell behavior
it is of utmost importance the creation of a library of well-defined components that serve as the building blocks of more complex systems [24]. Several synthetic gene networks have been designed and embedded in living matter such as toggle switches, logic gates, pattern-forming circuits, oscillators, cellular sensors, and cell-to-cell communication systems [25]. When correctly assembled, certain genetic elements can be configured to implement logic gates and circuits where chemical concentrations of DNA proteins and inducer molecules are the input/output signals as opposed to a stream of ones and zeros. In this section common logic gates are presented to serve as a basic description of simple genetic circuits.

### 2.3.1 Genetic Inverter

The simplest logic gate is the *inverter*. An example of the biochemical inverter is illustrated in Figure 2.7. Here, the input signal is the TetR protein and the output is the *green fluorescent protein*, GFP, shown schematically in Figure 2.7(a). The presence or absence of TetR determines the two possible output states as shown in Figure 2.7(c). If TetR is present, then GFP production is repressed. On the other hand, if TetR is absent, GFP is transcribed and thus seen at the output of the inverter. Figure 2.7(b) shows the
When an odd number of inverters are connected in cascade they form an oscillator, as shown in Figure 2.8(a). Oscillators are commonly used to synchronize the behavior of a group of cells. For instance, circadian rhythms vary the concentrations of proteins periodically within a cell [3]. The mechanisms that control the oscillations are unknown to date. However, Elowitz and Leibler constructed the circuit in Figure 2.8(b) which they called the \textit{repressilator}, showing oscillatory fluorescent intensity [26].

\subsection*{2.3.2 Genetic NAND}

Another widely used combinational logic gate is the \textit{NAND} gate. This particular gate is known as the \textit{universal gate} because all other gates can be constructed with a set of NANDs. Design and construction of the genetic NAND have been reported by several studies in the literature [24, 27]. The schematic symbol used to represent the NAND gate is shown in Figure 2.9(a). The two-input NAND gate consists of two separate inverters with different inputs but with the same output, as illustrated in Figure 2.9(c). The output of the NAND gate is always HIGH unless both input signals are present. This behavior is described by the truth table in Figure 2.9(b).

\subsection*{2.3.3 Genetic Toggle Switch}

A \textit{toggle switch} is a circuit that exhibits two possible states. Also referred to as \textit{bistable switch}, the state of the genetic toggle switch can be either \textit{high} or \textit{low}. Gardner \textit{et al.} designed and constructed a synthetic, bistable gene-regulatory network in \textit{Escherichia coli},

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{toggle_switch.png}
\caption{Description of the genetic inverter: (a) schematic symbol, (b) genetic implementation, and (c) truth table.}
\end{figure}
Fig. 2.8: Genetic ring oscillator. This oscillator is formed by cascading an odd number of inverters: (a) Logic diagram, (b) Corresponding genetic implementation.

Fig. 2.9: Genetic NAND gate: (a) Schematic symbol, (b) Truth table, (c) Genetic implementation.
giving it the toggling behavior using two repressible promoters assembled in a mutually inhibitory network [10], as shown in Figure 2.10.

2.4 Modeling Genetic Circuits

The purpose of research in systems/synthetic biology is basically to provide a wider understanding about the behavior and workings of both natural and synthetic biological systems [28]. Thorough knowledge of biological systems would translate into their successful exploitation for agricultural, medical, energy, commercial, and other purposes. State of the art technology in the biological sciences has allowed the construction of virtually any DNA sequence. Nevertheless, prediction of the behavior of synthetic biological systems is not easy to accomplish. Modeling the behavior of genetic circuits before they are synthesized is an essential part synthetic biology. Similar to silicon chip fabrication, where modeling tools are used to help guide design, genetic circuit fabrication can benefit from modeling tools that can predict the dynamic characteristics of the behavior of proposed circuits [24]. The simulation tools can be used to design and verify functions of various circuit network configurations, thus minimizing production time and effort as well as well as cost.

Reproduction of some properties displayed by a biological system is achieved by the creation of mathematical and computational models that are then used to try to predict their behavior. As outlined by Klipp et al. [28], the main reasons for modeling a biological system include:

- Testing accuracy of the model. Does this model closely reflect known experimental facts?
- Analysis of model to understand the parts of the system that contribute most to the properties of interest.
- Hypothesis generation and testing to allow rapid analysis of the effects of manipulating experimental conditions in the model without performing complex and expensive experiments.
Fig. 2.10: Genetic toggle switch design. Repressor R1 represses transcription of promoter Pr2 and is induced by Inducer 1. Repressor R2 inhibits transcription of promoter Pr1 and is induced by Inducer 2. Green fluorescent protein (GFP) is used as the reporter protein.

- Testing and verifying what changes in the model would improve the consistency of its behavior with the experimental observations.

In general, models are abstractions of reality represented using diagrams, laws, graphs, plots, mathematical relationships, chemical formulae, and so on, that try to describe and understand some external physical phenomena. In systems biology, models try to describe the relationship between metabolites or signaling molecules that interact through chemical reactions. These models are often composed of chemical reaction networks including mathematical equations describing the local behavior and the values of all parameters [29]. The classical approach of modeling biochemical systems is by means of ordinary differential equations (ODE). In order to use ODEs one must know, first, the set of chemical reactions that govern the system along with its effector molecules; second, the kinetic rate equations that relate the rate of each reaction to the concentrations of its substrates, and finally, the parameterization of the model providing values for the parameters [29]. With this knowledge, software tools can simulate and predict the time evolution of the system until it reaches a steady state. This is accomplished by solving a system of ordinary differential equations to which the system is recast.

Even though ODEs are well documented and easy to solve with several methods, there are issues with this approach. First, ODE models assume that molecules in cell compartments are well stirred and that the concentrations (number) of molecules is sufficiently large
to ignore fluctuations. ODE models assume that the system varies continuously and de-
terministically, which is not true in the real scenario. Stochastic simulations are amenable
when the reactions in the system are considered to fire in a random manner as well a the
existence of a discrete number of molecules. Ordinary differential equation (ODE) models
and stochastic simulation methods will be discussed in depth in the following chapter.

2.5 BioBricks: Building Genetic Circuits

Development of standard components and processes has allowed mature engineering
disciplines to accomplish major advances. Synthetic biology can also benefit from the de-
velopment and implementation of standard components and practices. For this reason,
the BioBricks Foundation has been established to create a registry of standard biologi-
cal parts [30,31]. These parts, commonly called BioBricks, include terminators, ribosome
binding sites, protein coding regions (i.e., genes), reporter genes, signaling parts, regulatory
sequences, gates, etc. A BioBrick illustration is shown in Figure 2.11(a). In order to be
functional, a BioBrick is inserted into a plasmid DNA along with an antibiotic, as shown
in Figure 2.11(b). BioBricks can be assembled to form much more complex devices. The
assembly process is depicted in Figure 2.12. Each BioBrick has four domains: E and X
located upstream (before) the BioBrick, and S and P positioned after the BioBrick. The
first BioBrick, labeled upstream part in Figure 2.12, is cut with restriction enzymes that cut
domains E and S while the second BioBrick is cut at the E and X domains. The results are
then mixed and ligated (glued) into the destination plasmid, producing the final combined
BioBrick. More information on BioBrick standards, protocols, and assembly can be found
in parts registry website (http://www.partsregistry.org).
Fig. 2.11: BioBrick examples.

Fig. 2.12: Depiction of BioBrick assembly process. Courtesy of the BioBrick Foundation http://www.partsregistry.org.
Chapter 3
Math Methods and Algorithms for Simulation of Genetic Circuits

After a model of a biological system has been constructed, it is often analyzed by means of in silico (computer) simulations. The aim of computer aided simulations is to make predictions of system behavior that has not yet been observed in a laboratory setting. In silico simulations offer the benefit of unlimited controlability and observability allowing the designer to gain deep insight about the biological system under consideration which would be otherwise more difficult.

Different mathematical methods and computational algorithms have been developed to analyze and simulate biological system models in silico. This chapter provides a brief overview of the most relevant methods and algorithms utilized in genetic circuits modeling. This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 describes the classical chemical kinetics ODE model and Section 3.2 presents several stochastic methods used to simulate biological models.

3.1 Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) Model

In 1864, Waage and Guldberg introduced the law of mass action, which was later translated by Abrash in 1986 [32]. As described in Section 2.1 on page 6, this law states that the reaction rate is proportional to the concentration of reactants. Using the law of mass action, a chemical reaction network can be translated into a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE). These differential equations are commonly known as reaction rate equations. Traditional classical chemical kinetics (CCK) makes use of ODEs to represent system dynamics. Since systems of ODEs are generally difficult to solve analytically, numerical simulations are more than often used to determine the behavior of the chemical model.
A CCK model follows the concentration of every species in the system. There are some assumptions that must be satisfied in order for the CCK model to be valid. First, the CCK model assumes that all reactions occur in a well-stirred volume. That is, the molecules are evenly distributed. This assumption implies that spatial effects are neglected. Finally, the CCK model assumes that reactions occur continuously and deterministically, meaning that the number of molecules in the cell must be very large. These assumptions along with the law of mass action are used to derive an ODE model that can describe the dynamics of certain biochemical systems.

A chemical reaction system is composed of \( n \) chemical species \( \{S_1, ..., S_n\} \) and \( m \) chemical reaction channels \( \{R_1, ..., R_m\} \). Following the notation used by Myers [3], each reaction can be written as

\[
v^r_{1j} S_1 + ... + v^r_{nj} S_n \rightleftharpoons k_f \rightleftharpoons k_r v^p_{1j} S_1 + ... + v^p_{nj} S_n,
\]

where \( v^r_{ij} \) is the reactant stoichiometry coefficient for species \( S_i \) in reaction \( R_j \) and \( v^p_{ij} \) is the product stoichiometry coefficient for species \( S_i \) in reaction \( R_j \). If species \( S_i \) does not participate in reaction \( R_j \) then the value of \( v^r_{ij} \) or \( v^p_{ij} \) is zero. \( k_f \) is the forward rate constant while \( k_r \) is the reverse rate constant. If reaction \( R_j \) is irreversible, then \( k_r \) is 0.

The rate of a reaction \( R_j \) can be written mathematically as

\[
V_j = k_f \prod_{i=1}^{n} [S_i]^{v^r_{ij}} - k_r \prod_{i=1}^{n} [S_i]^{v^p_{ij}},
\]

where \( [S_i] \) is the concentration of species \( S_i \). This equation is the mathematical representation of the law of mass action expressing that the rate of an irreversible (\( k_r = 0 \)) chemical reaction is proportional to the product of the concentrations of the reactant molecules. If the reaction is reversible, then the rate is also reduced by a value proportional to the product of the concentrations of the product molecules. If the net change in species \( S_i \) is denoted as \( v_{ij} = v^p_{ij} - v^r_{ij} \), then Equation (3.2) can be used to construct an ODE model as follows

\[
\frac{d [S_i]}{dt} = \sum_{j=1}^{m} v_{ij} V_j, \quad 1 \leq i \leq n.
\]
The ODE model in Equation (3.3) creates a differential equation for each species in the reaction network as the sum of the rates of change of the species due to each reaction affecting the species. Michaelis-Menten enzymatic reaction system [33] is a simple yet well-known model that can be used as a working example. Figure 3.1(a) shows the chemical reaction network for the Machaelis-Menten system. The corresponding reaction rate equations are shown in Figure 3.1(b) and Figure 3.1(c) outlines the corresponding system of differential equations (ODEs). A set of ODEs like that shown in Figure 3.1(c) is very hard if not impossible to solve analytically. Several numerical methods can be used to approximate the time evolution of such a system. The reader is advised to study methods such as the Euler’s method, backward Euler method, Runge-Kutta, among others found in most college calculus textbooks. Figure 3.2 shows the simulation results corresponding for the Michaelis-Menten reaction network.

\[
\begin{align*}
E + S & \xrightleftharpoons{k_1} ES & V_1 &= k_1 [E][S] \\
ES & \xrightarrow{k_{-1}} E + S & V_2 &= k_{-1}[ES] \\
ES & \xrightarrow{k_2} E + P & V_3 &= k_2[ES] \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d[E]}{dt} &= -k_1[E][S] + (k_{-1} + k_2)[ES] \\
\frac{d[S]}{dt} &= -k_1[E][S] + k_{-1}[ES] \\
\frac{d[ES]}{dt} &= k_1[E][S] - (k_{-1} + k_2)[ES] \\
\frac{d[P]}{dt} &= k_2[ES] \\
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 3.1: Michaelis-Menten enzymatic reaction network ODE model. (a) Chemical reaction network, (b) Reaction rates, and (c) ODE model for the Michaelis-Menten enzymatic reaction system.
3.2 Stochastic Models

As was described in Section 3.1, a chemical reaction network can be written as a set of first-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs). An ODE model is valid only under the assumptions that molecule concentrations vary continuously and deterministically. However, biochemical systems do not satisfy neither of these assumptions. In chemical systems formed by living cells, there is a small number of molecules for each species. Thus, the system can show a dynamical behavior that is discrete and stochastic as opposed to continuous and deterministic [7,34–36]. A chemical reaction is typically fired after two or more molecules collide. Hence, anticipation of a chemical reaction is almost impossible to achieve unless one is able to precisely track the position and velocity of the molecules. In consequence, stochastic modeling methods are amenable and preferred to describe the dynamics of biochemical systems.

The foundations of stochastic modeling start with the development of a stochastic chemical kinetic (SCK) model, which has lead to the creation of the chemical master equation (CME). Unfortunately, the CME cannot be solved either analytically nor numerically for most systems. However, Monte Carlo simulation methods, such as the Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA), can generate numerical realizations of the chemical master equation. Building on and improving SSA, several other methods have been created such as tau leap-
Gibson-Bruck’s next reaction method, among others [6,37]. This section will address the foundations for stochastic modeling by briefly explaining the SCK, CME, and SSA models.

A SCK model is described as follows. Recall that a biochemical reaction network is composed of \( n \) chemical species \( \{S_1, \ldots, S_n\} \) and \( m \) chemical reactions \( \{R_1, \ldots, R_m\} \). The system is assumed to be contained in a constant volume \( \Omega \), is well-stirred, and in thermal equilibrium (constant temperature). Let \( X_i(t) \) denote the number of molecules of species \( S_i \) at time \( t \). It follows that the state of the system at time \( t \) can be expressed in vector form as \( \mathbf{X}(t) = (X_1(t), \ldots, X_n(t)) \). It is desirable to study the time evolution of the system, given that the system was in some initial state \( \mathbf{X}(t_0) = \mathbf{x}_0 \).

The reaction channel is described mathematically by a two-dimensional array known as the stoichiometric matrix. Each row of this matrix is formed by a state-change vector \( \mathbf{V}_j = (v_{ij}, \ldots, v_{nj}) \), where \( v_{ij} \) is the molecular change of species \( S_i \) due to reaction \( R_j \). If a reaction \( R_j \) occurs, then the system is updated to state \( \mathbf{x} + \mathbf{v}_j \). Each reaction channel \( R_j \) is considered to be elemental, meaning that chemical reactions are either unimolecular or bimolecular, taking \( v_{ij} \) values of 0, ±1, and ±2. Elemental reactions are considered to happen essentially instantaneously. In addition to the stoichiometric matrix, each reaction channel has associated with it a propensity function \( a_j \). The propensity function is defined such that \( a_j(\mathbf{x}) \) is the probability that reaction \( R_j \) occurs somewhere in \( \Omega \) in the next infinitesimal time interval \([t, t + dt]\), given \( \mathbf{X}(t) = \mathbf{x} \). In practice, this probability is found by multiplying the number of possible reactant molecules by \( c_j \), a specific probability rate related to the reaction rate constant \( k \). This probabilistic definition of the propensity function has been justified in physical theory by Gillespie [6].

For a unimolecular reaction \( S_i \rightarrow P \), there exists some constant \( c_j \) such that the propensity \( a_j(\mathbf{x}) = c_j x_i \), where \( x_i \) is the number of molecules of species \( S_i \). The computation of \( c_j \) for this type of reaction requires consideration of quantum mechanics. If \( R_j \) is a bimolecular reaction \( S_1 + S_2 \rightarrow P \), there exists a different constant \( c_j \) and the propensity function is given by the multiplication of \( c_j \) and the possible number of combinations of \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) molecules that can react \( x_1 x_2 \), \( a_j(\mathbf{x}) = c_j x_1 x_2 \). If \( x_1 = x_2 \) the possible number of combinations of is
given by $\frac{1}{2}x_1(x_1 - 1)$ and $a_j(x) = c_j \frac{1}{2}x_1(x_1 - 1)$. It has been shown that for monomolecular reactions $c_j$ is numerically equal to the reaction rate constant $k_j$ of conventional chemical kinetics, while for bimolecular reactions $c_j$ is equal to $k_j/\Omega$ for different reactant species and $2k_j/\Omega$ if the species are the same [38].

Using the probabilistic theory above, the probability $P(x, t|x_0, t_0)$ that $X(t)$ will be in state $x$ at time $t$ given the initial state $X(t_0) = x_0$ can be formulated as

$$P(x, t + dt|x_0, t_0) = P(x, t|x_0, t_0) \left[ 1 - \sum_{j=1}^{M} a_j(x)dt \right] + \sum_{j=1}^{M} P(x - v_j, t|x_0, t_0) \times a_j(x - v_j)dt,$$

(3.4)

where the first term on the right is the probability that the system is already in state $x$ at time $t$ and no reaction occurs in the infinitesimal time interval $[t, t + dt]$; the second term on the right is the probability that the system is $v_j$ away from state $x$ and reaction $R_j$ occurs in the next time interval $[t, t + dt]$. $dt$ must be chosen to be sufficiently small such that only one reaction can occur in the time period $[t, t + dt]$. By subtracting $P(x, t|x_0, t_0)$ from both sides of Equation (3.4), dividing it by $dt$, and taking the limit $dt \to 0$ [39] the Chemical Master Equation is written as

$$\frac{\partial P(x, t|x_0, t_0)}{\partial t} = \sum_{j=1}^{M} [a_j(x - v_j)P(x - v_j, t|x_0, t_0) - a_j(x)P(x, t|x_0, t_0)].$$

(3.5)

In theory, this differential equation determines completely and exactly the function $P(x, t|x_0, t_0)$. However, it cannot be solved analytically or numerically except for very few simple systems because this equation represents a set of nearly as many coupled differential equations as there are molecule combinations that exist in the system [40]. Since the CME is not of much use to compute the probability density function $P(x, t|x_0, t_0)$ of $X(t)$, another more feasible computational approach is needed. That leads us to the introduction of Gillespie’s Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA) in the following section.
3.2.1 Gillespie’s Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA)

Since the Chemical Master Equation (CME) cannot be solved either analytically or numerically for most interesting biological systems, another formulation is required to be able to simulate biochemical reaction networks \textit{in silico}. One approach that has proven to be effective is the simulation of trajectories or samples of $X(t)$ versus time. Note that this is not the same as numerically solving the CME, but just taking samples of that random variable. Nevertheless, the same effect can be achieved by averaging the trajectories of many realizations. In order to generate simulated trajectories of $X(t)$, a new function $p(\tau,j|x,t)$ is defined such that $p(\tau,j|x,t)dt$ is the probability that the next reaction to occur in the next infinitesimal time interval $[t+\tau,t+\tau+dt]$ is $R_j$ assuming the current state is $X(t) = x$ [38]. This newly formulated function is a joint probability density function for the two random variables “time to the next reaction,” $\tau$, and the “reaction index,” $j$.

An analytical expression can be derived for $p(\tau,j|x,t)$ by defining the function $P_0(\tau,x,t)$ as the probability that no reaction occurs in the time interval $[t,t+\tau]$ given $X(t) = x$. Using the laws of probabilities a new relationship can be obtained

$$p(\tau, j \mid x, t) dt = P_0(\tau, x, t) \times a_j(x) d\tau. \quad (3.6)$$

Another implication from the laws of probability is

$$P_0(\tau + d\tau \mid x, t) = P_0(\tau \mid x, t) \times [1 - \sum_{j'=1}^M a_{j'}(x) dt]. \quad (3.7)$$

Using Equation (3.7) a differential equation can be written as

$$\frac{dP_0(\tau, x, t)}{d\tau} = -a_0(x)P_0(\tau \mid x, t), \quad (3.8)$$

where $a_0(x) = \sum_{j=1}^M a_j(x)$. The solution to Equation (3.8) with initial condition $P_0(\tau = 0 \mid x, t) = 1$ is

$$P_0(\tau \mid x, t) = \exp[-a_0(x)\tau]. \quad (3.9)$$
Combining Equations (3.9) and (3.6) and canceling $d\tau$ results in

\[
p(\tau, j|\mathbf{x}, t) = \exp[-a_0(\mathbf{x})\tau] \times a_j(\mathbf{x})
\]
\[
= a_0(\mathbf{x})\exp[-a_0(\mathbf{x})\tau] \times \frac{a_j(\mathbf{x})}{a_0(\mathbf{x})}.
\]  

Equation (3.10) is the root of the stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA). Using Monte Carlo simulations, random samples can be generated for the joint probability function in Equation (3.10) by drawing two random numbers $r_1$ and $r_2$ from the uniform distribution and selecting $\tau$ and $j$ according to the following equations

\[
\tau = \frac{1}{a_0(\mathbf{x})} \ln \left( \frac{1}{r_1} \right), \quad \text{(3.11)}
\]

\[
j = \text{smallest integer satisfying } \sum_{j'}^{j} a_{j'}(\mathbf{x}) > r_2 a_0(\mathbf{x}). \quad \text{(3.12)}
\]

With the above theory, the SSA algorithm is formulated as shown in Figure 3.3. The SSA and the CME are equivalent to each other; even though the CME is impractical and intractable, the SSA is easy to implement. Trajectories produced from SSA simulations are stochastic versions of results obtained using ODE methods. When SSA trajectories are close enough to ODE results, then one can conclude that micro-scale fluctuations can be ignored. However, when SSA trajectories deviate a lot from the ODE trajectory, then it follows that micro-scale fluctuations cannot be ignored [40]. The problem with SSA is that it is very computationally expensive making simulations run slow. The computational cost of SSA is found in the computation of Equation (3.11). If the population of one or more reactant species is very large, as it often is, $a_0(\mathbf{x})$ is very large, thus making the simulation time step $\tau$ very small. Variations on SSA have been devised to make it more computationally efficient [7,8,37].
1. Initialize system state $x = x_0$ and time $t = t_0$.

2. Compute the propensity functions $a_j(x)$ at state $x$, and their sum $a_0(x)$:

$$a_j(x) = \begin{cases} c_j x_1 x_2 & x_1 \neq x_2 \text{ (Bimolecular reactions)} \\ c_j \frac{1}{2} x(x - 1) & x_1 = x_2 \text{ (Monomolecular reactions)} \end{cases}$$

$$a_0(x) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} a_j(x)$$

3. Draw two uniform random numbers $r_1$ and $r_2$.

4. Calculate the time to the next reaction $\tau$ according to Equation (3.11).

5. Determine the next reaction, $R_j$ using Equation (3.12).

6. Update system state after reaction $R_j$: $t = t + \tau$ and $x = x + v_j$.

7. If $t < T_{sim}$, where $T_{sim}$ is the simulation time, record state $(x, t)$, and go back to step 2.

8. End simulation.

Fig. 3.3: Gillespie’s Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA).

### 3.2.2 iSSA: An Incremental Stochastic Algorithm

ODE methods have been shown to have some inadequacies when applied to highly stochastic systems [7]. An intuitive approach to smooth out stochastic simulation results is by taking the average of multiple independent SSA runs. Yet intuitive, this approach is wrong. The designer wants to see a smooth path showing the “typical” behavior of the system, but in many cases, this averaged result is erroneous because stochastic trajectories do not align closely in time in independent simulations. To address this problem the iSSA algorithm has been introduced [11]. iSSA performs independent SSA (or one of its variants) runs in small time increments. At the end of each time interval, statistics are computed and used to constrain the initial condition for the next interval. iSSA uses different techniques to perform statistics. The most common ones presented by Winstead et al. [11] are the marginal probability density evolution (MPDE) and mean path (MP). The results from iSSA simulation correspond to real stochastic simulation runs while showing the designer functional details...
of the system. Our main focus in this thesis is MPDE which is described in depth in Chapter 4.

Marginal Probability Density Evolution (MPDE) is a method that tracks the statistical evolution of every species in the reaction system. The aim of MPDE is to generate a marginal probability distribution for each species as opposed to a scalar value obtain from traditional SSA simulations or joint statistics from the CME. MPDE is intended to provide statistical information in a way that is intuitively useful for the design of genetic circuits. As part of iSSA, MPDE considers the system’s evolution in small increments of time. In other words, the simulation time frame is partitioned into small time-slices. During each slice MPDE approximates all species as a set of independent Gaussian-distributed random variables. Molecule counts are randomly generated at the beginning of each time-increment using each specie’s marginal Gaussian probability distribution. After the simulation is terminated, statistics are calculated in the form of mean and variance. MPDE is able to follow the statistical envelope as the system evolves over time, thus providing the designer with a measure of robustness and stability. More details about MPDE is presented in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4
Conservation Constraints Analysis

By definition, the *marginal probability density evolution* (MPDE) algorithm is a method that computes and tracks a marginal probability distribution for each species in a reaction network as opposed to single SSA runs. MPDE is aimed at providing intuitive statistical information to potential bio-designers that need to know the expected behavior of highly stochastic systems. In addition, MPDE provides the designer information about robustness and stability of the system. MPDE is one of the internal methods used by iSSA [11] to compute different statistics of stochastic simulations. In a nutshell, MPDE divides the simulation time in small time increments; during each increment, \( \text{MaxRuns} \) SSA (or any of its flavors) runs are simulated. At the beginning of each time increment, MPDE approximates all species as a set of independently distributed Gaussian random variables and molecule counts are randomly generated from this distribution. Once the SSA runs are terminated within the current time increment, statistics are computed in the form of mean and variance, a new starting state is generated from the Gaussian distribution, time is advanced to the next time increment, and the process is repeated over until the maximum simulation time \( \text{timeLimit} \) is reached. The steps of this algorithm are shown in Figure 4.1 along with a depiction in Figure 4.2. Doing so, MPDE is able to follow a statistical envelope as the simulation time evolves, while supplying the designer with a measure of confidence and stability.

Figure 4.3(a) shows the results of simulating a toggle switch with SSA. A toggle switch is a bistable system which is characterized by having two distinct states that are commonly referred to as \( \text{ON/OFF} \) or \( \text{HIGH/LOW} \). The model for this switch was introduced by Wilhelm [41]. These results show how the method of averaging in Figure 4.3(b) is not able to produce the expected behavior of a system that exhibits bi-stability. On the other hand,
the true behavior of the switch is captured when simulated with MPDE, as observed in the
top curve (labeled MPDE) of Figure 4.3(b). Moreover, MPDE provides the designer inform-
ation about what is the most likely state this switch can be at steady state. In its original
formulation MPDE can only be applied to a narrow array of reaction network models. In
order to yield proper results, MPDE relies on the assumption that species are conditionally
independently given the rest of the system and that they are distributed as Gaussian ran-
dom variables. Many of the important models found both in nature and in the lab have
tightly correlated species which prevent MPDE from producing the expected results. These
correlations will be thoroughly explained in Section 4.2.

Moreover, abstraction methods used to reduce the number of effective reactions and im-
prove computational complexity impose strong correlations among groups of species. These
correlations arise from conservation laws that constrain the state of one or more species to
vary in terms of other species in the system. In consequence, when applied to large and
abstracted systems, MPDE may yield distorted results by violating conservation constraints
when the system is approximated with an LGN. In addition to linear conservation con-
straints there might appear other subtle types of correlations even after correcting errors
due to conservation laws. These correlations can be identified and corrected by means of a
“correlation matrix” and principal component analysis (PCA), respectively. When applied
to a data set consisting of interrelated variables, PCA aims to reduce the dimensionality
of the data while keeping most of the variation in the data set. This reduction in dimen-
sion is achieved by transforming the original data set into a new set of variables, principal
components, which are uncorrelated and ordered such that the first few retain most of the
variation present in the original variables [42]. Although this work does not treat species
correlations other than linear conservation relationships, Section 4.3 describes how PCA can
be integrated with MPDE to resolve more subtle relationships among the molecular species.

By resolving linear conservation constraints and using PCA as a run-time verification
tool, limitations in MPDE can be greatly reduced, allowing the algorithm to be applied
to a wider array of interesting models [43]. The following sections explains the theory
behind linear conservation constraints analysis and how it is used with MPDE to keep linear relationships intact during simulation.

1. Initialize $t' = 0$, $\mu = 0$, $\sigma^2 = 0$, and $x' = x_0$.

2. Initialize $\text{limit} = t' + \text{increment}$, $\text{run} = 1$.

3. Initialize $t = t'$, and $x = x' + N(\mu, \sigma^2)$.

4. Execute steps 1 – 7 of Gillespie SSA algorithm depicted in Figure 3.3 on Page 30.

5. If $\text{run} < \text{MaxRuns}$, record $x(\text{limit})$, increment $\text{runs} = \text{runs} + 1$, and go back to step 4.

6. If $t < T_{\text{sim}}$, set $t' = \text{limit}$, $x' = x(\text{limit})$.

7. Set $\mu = \text{mean}(x)$, $\sigma = \text{var}(x)$.

8. Record $\mu, \sigma$ and go back to step 2.

Fig. 4.1: Marginal Probability Density Evolution (MPDE) algorithm.

Fig. 4.2: Graphical depiction of the MPDE algorithm steps. Initially, a starting system state $x_0$ is chosen. Simulation time $T_{\text{sim}}$ is divided into time increments inside which $N$ SSA runs are executed. Statistics are computed at the end of each time increment and used to generate a new state used as the initial state for the next time increment. This process is repeated until the maximum simulation time in reached.
Fig. 4.3: Results of simulations of the toggle switch: (a) Ten independent SSA runs of the bistable (toggle) switch, (b) Simulation with MPDE using 100 runs and $\tau = 0.5$ and average of 200 independent SSA runs. The parameters and network description for this model is found in http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/publmodels under ID BIOMD0000000233. This simulation data was obtained using iBioSim.
4.1 Linear Conservation Constraints

In this section we show how conserved species can be identified by performing some transformations on the stoichiometric matrix. Using this algorithm, the conservation constraint failure of MPDE can be resolved, thus making MPDE a more robust and efficient method for simulating synthetic genetic circuits.

4.1.1 The Stoichiometry Matrix

The stoichiometric matrix embodies the network topology of any biochemical network [12]. Stoichiometric analysis is not a new study in the field of Systems Biology. Several researchers, like Schuster et al. [44], have published pioneering work in the literature since the early 1960s. Any biochemical reaction network can be represented mathematically using the stoichiometry matrix. If a given reaction network is composed of \( m \) species and \( n \) reactions, then its stoichiometric matrix is a matrix of dimensions \( m \times n \). Each row corresponds to a species and each column represents a chemical reaction. In this work \( N \) is used to denote the stoichiometric matrix.

A stoichiometric matrix is shown below. Entry \( a_{ij} \), called stoichiometric coefficient, indicates whether species \( S_i \) is affected by reaction \( R_j \) or not. The sign of \( a_{ij} \) indicates whether it is a reactant or a product. The magnitude reveals the amount of substance that is lost or gained in that particular reaction. This matrix is time-invariant and is solely concerned with the molecular amounts transferred between species according to the chemical reactions that govern the biochemical network [12].

\[
N_{m,n} = \begin{pmatrix}
  a_{1,1} & a_{1,2} & \cdots & a_{1,n} \\
  a_{2,1} & a_{2,2} & \cdots & a_{2,n} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  a_{m,1} & a_{m,2} & \cdots & a_{m,n}
\end{pmatrix}
\]

Consider the biochemical network shown in Figure 4.4. In this system, the reaction network is given by chemical reactions (4.1) and (4.2). In both reactions, the stoichiometric coefficients are equal to 1. In reaction (4.1), \( S_2 \) is the reactant species and \( S_1 \) is the product.
The stoichiometric matrix for this simple model can be formed as follows: let species \( S_1 \) correspond to row 1, species \( S_2 \) to row 2, reaction \( R_1 \) in column 1, and reaction \( R_2 \) in column 2. The stoichiometric matrix is given by

\[
N = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & -1 \\
-1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

Notice that reactants have negative signs and products are accompanied by positive signs. At this point, one might ask how can conserved moieties be extracted from the stoichiometric matrix? Section 4.1.2 explains how this relationships can be spotted using the stoichiometric matrix and matrix algebra.

\[
S_1 \leftarrow S_2 \tag{4.1}
\]

\[
S_1 \rightarrow S_2 \tag{4.2}
\]

### 4.1.2 Identifying Conservation Laws

Conserved cycles in a chemical reaction network appear as linear dependencies in the row dimensions of the stoichiometric matrix \([12, 45]\). In systems where conservation constraints exist, the sum of the conserved species must be constant. For instance, the rate of appearance of \( S_1 \) is equal to the rate of disappearance of \( S_2 \) in the system depicted in Figure 4.4. Mathematically, this condition is given by

\[
\frac{dS_1}{dt} + \frac{dS_2}{dt} = 0. \tag{4.3}
\]

When conservation relationships like Equation (4.3) are present in a biochemical network, there will be linearly dependent rows in the stoichiometric matrix. Therefore, the rank \( r \) will be less than the number of rows of the stoichiometric matrix. That is,

\[
r = \text{rank}(N) \leq m.
\]
Fig. 4.4: Simple reaction network exhibiting conservation constraints.

Following the notation used by Reder [45] and Sauro and Ingalls [12], we can divide \( N \) into \( N_R \) and \( N_0 \), the set of independent and dependent species, respectively. The concentrations of the independent metabolites, \( N_R \), can be used to calculate those of the dependent species \( N_0 \). Thus, \( N \) can be expressed as

\[
N = \begin{bmatrix} N_R \\ N_0 \end{bmatrix}.
\] (4.4)

Since \( N_0 \) is a function of \( N_R \), there exists a matrix \( L_0 \) satisfying

\[
N_0 = L_0 N_R.
\] (4.5)

This matrix is called the link-zero matrix. Equations (4.4) and (4.5) can be combined to yield

\[
N = \begin{bmatrix} N_R \\ L_0 N_R \end{bmatrix}.
\] (4.6)

Equation (4.6) can be further reduced by combining \( L_0 \) with an identity matrix \( I \) and taking \( N_R \) as a common factor outside of the brackets, as shown below,

\[
N = \begin{bmatrix} I & L_0 \end{bmatrix} N_R = LN_R,
\] (4.7)

where \( L = [I \ L_0]^T \) is called the link matrix. For systems in which conservation relationships do not exist, \( N = N_R \), thus \( L = I \).

The system equation can be written as \( dS/dt = Nv \). It describes the time evolution of the reaction network and characterizes the kinetics of each individual reaction [12]. In this
equation, \( v \) is the \( n \)-dimensional rate vector. Each rate in \( v \) is expressed as a function of the species concentrations. \( S \) is the species amounts vector. Similar to the stoichiometric matrix, \( S \) can be partitioned as \( S_i \) and \( S_d \), which are the independent and dependent species, respectively. We also call \( S \) the system state at time \( t \).

System’s equations can also be written in matrix form as

\[
\frac{dS}{dt} = \begin{bmatrix} dS_i/dt \\ dS_d/dt \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} I \\ L_0 \end{bmatrix}N_Rv. \tag{4.8}
\]

When Equation (4.8) is expanded, we obtain two separate equations

\[
\frac{dS_i}{dt} = N_Rv, \tag{4.9}
\]

\[
\frac{dS_d}{dt} = L_0N_Rv. \tag{4.10}
\]

Combining Equations (4.9) and (4.10) we can re-express (4.10) as

\[
\frac{dS_d}{dt} = L_0 \frac{dS_i}{dt}. \tag{4.11}
\]

Integrating and rearranging (4.11) yields

\[
S_d(t) - L_0 S_i(t) = S_d(0) - L_0 S_i(0), \tag{4.12}
\]

which can be compacted to

\[
\begin{bmatrix} -L_0 & \mathbf{I} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} S_i(t) \\ S_d(t) \end{bmatrix} = \mathbf{T}. \tag{4.13}
\]

In Equation (4.13), \( \mathbf{T} = S_d(0) - L_0 S_i(0) \) is a constant vector which depends only on the initial conditions imposed of the system. If we let \( [-L_0 \ \mathbf{I}] = \mathbf{\Gamma} \), it can be expressed as
\[ \Gamma S = T. \] (4.14)

\( \Gamma \) is called the \textit{conservation} matrix. The rows of this matrix are related to the conserved cycles in the reaction network. Hence, the number of rows indicate the number of conserved species in the system. The nonzero elements of each row tell which species contribute to the corresponding conserved cycle.

There are several ways for computing the conservation matrix. Among existing methods are the right null space, Gauss-Jordan elimination, singular value decomposition (SVD), and reduced row echelon form [12]. Which method to choose depends on the network size and application. In this work we will address only one method to compute \( \Gamma \). Any method used to calculate the conservation matrix involves the computation of either \( \mathbf{L}_0 \) or \( \mathbf{L} \), whether it is directly or not. For additional reading and information on the other methods refer to the work by Reder [45].

\subsection*{4.1.3 Computation of \( \Gamma \) Using the Null Space of \( N \)}

Equation (4.5) can be expressed as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
-L_0 & I
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
N_R \\
N_0
\end{bmatrix} = 0,
\] (4.15)

subsequently,

\[ \Gamma N = 0. \] (4.16)

The conservation matrix \( \Gamma \) can thus be found by computing the null space of \( N \). Equation (4.16) can be expressed as \( N^T \Gamma^T = 0 \). Therefore, \( \Gamma \) can be computed as the right null space of \( N^T \). In a program like MATLAB this would be found by typing the command \texttt{transpose(null(transpose(N),'r'))}. It must be noted that in order to get correct output, \( N \) must be reordered as \( [N_R \; N_0]^T \). The link and link-zero matrices can then be extracted from \( \Gamma \). For in depth study and analysis of linear algebra theory, the reader is
advised and encouraged to survey math college textbooks available in local or university libraries as well as in free sources available in the Internet. A very good introductory linear algebra textbook is “Introduction to Linear Algebra” by MIT professor Gilbert Strang [46].

4.2 Resolving Conservation Constraints in iSSA-MPDE

The Marginal Probability Density Evolution (MPDE) algorithm approximates the system using a linear gaussian network (LGN). This assumption relies on the following condition.

**Conditional Independence:** the changes in any two species $S_i, S_j$ must be statistically independent given the rest of the system’s state at the start of each time-window.

This condition can be easily verified using the covariance and information matrices. By assuming that the system is approximated by a LGN, the conservation constraints imposed on the network are violated. Therefore, the algorithm is no longer able to provide meaningful statistics that describe the intrinsic behavior of the system.

For example, consider the system shown in Figure 4.5. In this system promoter states are modeled as two separate species. $P$ and $P^*$ represent unbound and bound promoter, respectively. The conservation law can be written as

$$P + P^* = 1. \quad (4.17)$$

Equation (4.17) states that, at any given time $t$, the sum of the two promoter states must be constant. A simple way to solve the failure in MPDE for this system would be to generate $P$ according to its statistics. $P^*$ is then determined using the conservation law in Equation (4.17).

![Fig. 4.5: Promoter states modeled as two separate species.](image)
Though it is a very simple way to solve the issue, the conservation constraints are not always as clear and easy to determine. More complex and bigger systems might contain conservation relationships that are hard to see with the naked eye. In addition, it is not robust and might be tedious for genetic circuit designers.

The method introduced in Section 4.1.2 can be combined with MPDE to resolve the conservation constraints failure in a more robust and efficient way. Conservation laws can be determined automatically and resolved at run time. The refined algorithm version of MPDE, which is called MPDE-Conservation, is shown in Figure 4.6.

This enhanced MPDE algorithm was successfully tested using the VKBL circadian rhythm model [47] (see Appendix A.2). This circuit is known to oscillate with semi-random period. When multiple independent Gillespie’s simulation stochastic algorithm (SSA) are averaged together, the oscillatory behavior is washed out. When raw MPDE is used, the statistics are not meaningful and the system does not oscillate. This happens because the conditional independence assumption is violated due to the presence of conservation constraints in the network. However, when the circuit is applied to the enhanced MPDE, the system oscillates and the statistics are meaningful. MPDE is substantially improved upon by identifying and resolving conservation constraints upfront. This new method can now process circuits in which conservation constraints due to species correlations are present without corrupting the results, thus making the algorithm much more robust, stable, and reliable.

4.3 MPDE and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Even after resolving linear conservation constraints in MPDE, there can appear other subtle (nonlinear) relationships among the chemical species that may or may not affect performance of MPDE. These types of correlations can be spotted at run time by computing the covariance matrix of the molecular species. The covariance matrix is a matrix whose $(i,j)$th element is the covariance between the $i$th and $j$th species when $i \neq j$, and the variance of the $j$th species when $i = j$. This matrix is ideally diagonal when no correlations are present in the variables. Once the covariance matrix is computed, it can be used by the
1. Identify conservation constraints in the system.

2. At time $t$, each independent species $x_i$ is represented by a mean value and a variance.

3. Use equation (4.12) to compute $S_d$ from $S_i$.

4. Repeat the following steps $N$ times:
   
   (a) For each species $x_i$, generate a random value based on its mean, variance and statistical type.
   
   (b) Run the SSA algorithm until $\tau$ seconds has elapsed. ($\tau$ is the time-window).
   
   (c) Record the mean and variance of each $x_i$ at the end of the time-window.

5. Continue until the desired simulation time is reached.

Fig. 4.6: MPDE algorithm with conservation constraints resolution.

PCA algorithm to resolve correlations among the chemical species. It is very interesting to note that linear relationships between the variables can be seen from the covariance matrix when there are zeros in the elements of the main diagonal [42]. However, it is preferable to resolve linear relationships using conservation analysis before applying PCA for performance reasons as will be explained later.

Principal component analysis is a method that aims to reduce the dimensionality of a data set consisting of interrelated variables. In order to achieve this, PCA transforms the data space into an smaller number of effective variables, called principal components, that are uncorrelated and retain most of the variations present in the original variables. Adopting the notation used by Jolliffe [42], the first step in PCA is to find a linear function of the form $\alpha_1^T x$ of maximum variance, where $x$ is a vector of $m$ random variables (chemical species) and $\alpha_1$ is a vector of $m$ constants $\alpha_{11}, \alpha_{12}, \ldots, \alpha_{1m}$, such that

$$\alpha_1^T x = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \alpha_{1j} x_j.$$

Then, look for a second function $\alpha_2^T x$ having maximum variance and uncorrelated to $\alpha_1^T x$. Do this until the $k$th function $\alpha_k^T x$ is found such that it is uncorrelated with $\alpha_1^T x$,.
The $k$th function $\alpha_k^T x$ is the $k$th principal component (PC). Even though up to $m$ principal components can be found, it is hoped, in general, that most of the variation will be retained by $p \ll m$ PCs.

Having defined the principal components, it is now when knowing the covariance matrix aids in computing the PCs. Let $\Sigma$ denote the covariance matrix of the data set. It turns out that the $k$th PC is given by

$$z_k = \alpha_k^T x,$$

where $\alpha_k$ is an eigenvector of $\Sigma$ corresponding to its $k$th largest eigenvalue. Define $z$ as the vector whose $k$th element is $z_k$. Then

$$z = A^T x,$$

where $A$ is the orthogonal matrix whose $k$th column, $\alpha_k$, is the $k$th eigenvector of $\Sigma$ corresponding to its $k$th eigenvalue.

PCA can be easily implemented in mathematical engines like MATLAB. For instance, the following steps can be taken to compute the principal components in MATLAB, assuming $X$ is a matrix whose columns are the data variables.

```
C = cov(X);
[V L] = eig(C);
% take only the first few vectors of 'V' corresponding to the largest
% eigenvalues 'L' and put them as columns in matrix 'A'.
Z = A'X;
```

PCA can be potentially used within MPDE to resolve correlations between chemical species in a similar way to conservation constraints analysis. The main difference is that the set of “independent” species would be the principal components (PCs) and those would be used to run MPDE at the beginning of every time increment. Then, at the end of the time increment, data is transformed back into its original state to have corrected, uncorrelated
data. For more information about PCA, the reader is encouraged to read the book of Jolliffe titled *Principal Component Analysis* [42]. This is a great resource containing detailed explanations and lots of references on the theory and application of PCA.

PCA is a good “general” method to uncorrelate data as well as to reduce (or compress if you will) dimensionality. However, whenever possible, conservation constraint analysis is preferred because its simplicity and robustness as well. Conservation constraint analysis is less computationally complex, thus faster than PCA. If after applying MPDE-conservation there still remain correlations among the species that cause MPDE to fail, then PCA would come in handy to resolve the bad correlations. The extent to which conservation analysis is able to keep MPDE from breaking linearly correlated species can be “measured” by computing the cross-correlation coefficients at run time. These coefficients, also known as Pearson’s correlation, are the most familiar measure of independence between two data vectors. They can be arranged in a *correlation matrix* as shown below in $\Sigma_1$ through $\Sigma_5$. The correlation matrix can be expressed as a function of the species’ covariances in the following equation

$$\text{Corr}(X, Y) = \frac{\text{Cov}(X, Y)}{\sigma_x \sigma_y}.$$
\[
\Sigma_1 = \begin{pmatrix}
1.00 & -0.09 & -1.00 & 0.53 \\
-0.09 & 1.00 & 0.09 & -0.89 \\
-1.00 & 0.09 & 1.00 & -0.53 \\
0.53 & -0.89 & -0.53 & 1.00 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\Sigma_2 = \begin{pmatrix}
1.00 & 0.25 & -1.00 & 0.32 \\
0.25 & 1.00 & -0.25 & -0.83 \\
-1.00 & -0.25 & 1.00 & -0.32 \\
0.32 & -0.83 & -0.32 & 1.00 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\Sigma_3 = \begin{pmatrix}
1.00 & 0.30 & -1.00 & -0.03 \\
0.30 & 1.00 & -0.30 & -0.96 \\
-1.00 & -0.30 & 1.00 & 0.03 \\
-0.03 & -0.96 & 0.03 & 1.00 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\Sigma_4 = \begin{pmatrix}
1.00 & -0.09 & -1.00 & 0.67 \\
-0.09 & 1.00 & 0.09 & -0.79 \\
-1.00 & 0.09 & 1.00 & -0.67 \\
0.67 & -0.79 & -0.67 & 1.00 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\Sigma_5 = \begin{pmatrix}
1.00 & -0.04 & -1.00 & 0.37 \\
-0.04 & 1.00 & 0.04 & -0.94 \\
-1.00 & 0.04 & 1.00 & -0.37 \\
0.37 & -0.94 & -0.37 & 1.00 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
\Sigma_{MPDE} = \begin{pmatrix}
1.00 & 0.05 & -0.05 & 0.07 \\
0.05 & 1.00 & -0.76 & 0.80 \\
-0.05 & -0.76 & 1.00 & -0.87 \\
0.07 & 0.80 & -0.87 & 1.00 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]
The correlation matrix is symmetric and can be thought of as a normalization of the covariance matrix where values are constrained to the interval $[-1, 1]$. The cross-correlation coefficient will be equal to 1 for a positive linear relationship (when both quantities increase together); for negative linear relationships the correlation will be $-1$, while 0 for totally uncorrelated data. Thus, for a set of completely independent vectors the correlation matrix will be equal to the identity matrix. Matrices $\Sigma_1$ through $\Sigma_5$ show how MPDE-conservation is able to maintain the correlated species intact without breaking any conservation constraint in the system. These species are $(E, ES)$ and $(S, P)$ in entries (1,3) and (2,4), respectively. On the other hand, $\Sigma_{\text{MPDE}}$, MPDE correlation matrix, shows that MPDE breaks the negative linear relationship between species $E$ and $ES$ (entries (1,3) and (3,1)).

Figure 4.7(a) depicts the time evolution of the absolute value of the cross-correlation between species $(E, ES)$. MPDE-conservation successfully maintains this conservation law throughout the entire simulation time. Next, Figure 4.7(b) plots the correlations of species $(S, P)$, which are the other set of species linearly related in the system. Though not purely linear, MPDE-conservation is not only able to identify it, but also retain it at all times. There are other minor correlations among other pair species, as shown in Figure 4.8(a) and Figure 4.8(b). However, they do not affect the capability of MPDE-conservation to deliver the expected results. Figure 4.9(a) depicts the time evolution of correlation values for species $(E, S)$, while Figure 4.9(b) shows the corresponding plot for species $(S, ES)$, indicating that the relationship between this set of species is almost purely uncorrelated. Finally, we plotted the average of the cross-correlation coefficients for every pair of species in Figure 4.10. It shows that the linear correlations are consistent for those species that the conservation analysis method identified as independent and dependent. The two highest values (1.0 and 0.82) correspond to the linearly related species, while the rest correspond to the “independent” set of species.

To further explain and understand PCA and its role along side MPDE, let us show the following examples using the Michaelis-Menten system. Simulation data of a stochastic run of the Michaelis-Menten enzymatic system was used to show how linearly correlated two of
Fig. 4.7: Illustration of the time evolution of the cross-correlation between pair of species of the Michaelis-Menten system: (a) Cross-correlation between species E and ES, (b) Cross-correlation between species S and P.
Fig. 4.8: Illustration of the time evolution of the cross-correlation between pair of species of the Michaelis-Menten system: (a) Cross-correlation between species E and P, (b) Cross-correlation between species ES and P.
Fig. 4.9: Illustration of the time evolution of the cross-correlation between pair of species of the Michaelis-Menten system: (a) Cross-correlation between species E and S, (b) Cross-correlation between species S and ES.
Fig. 4.10: This picture depicts the simulation time average of the absolute value of species cross-correlations for the Michaelis-Menten System.

the species are and how the PCs show similar variation to that of the original data. First, consider the covariance matrix, $\Sigma$, below. This symmetric matrix shows the variances of the species along the main diagonal, whereas the non-diagonal elements show the covariances between pairs of species. For illustration, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, $\Lambda$ and $A$, respectively, are shown below. The principal components are computed using the last two eigenvectors in $A$, which are the ones that correspond to the largest two eigenvalues in $\Lambda$. Figure 4.11 plots the time evolution of the trace of the covariance matrices computed at the end of each time increment in the MPDE-conservation algorithm. The fact that this figure settles at a small value indicates that the individual variances of the species are very small. Figure 4.12 depicts a scatter plot of the linearly correlated species. After applying PCA, the principal components are plotted in Figure 4.13(a) which resemble the shape of species S and ES of the original data shown in Figure 4.13(b). These findings reinforce the idea that PCA can indeed be used as an alternate method in case persistent correlations remain after applying MPDE-conservation.
\[ \Sigma = \begin{pmatrix}
16.66 & -16.66 & 88.30 & -71.64 \\
-16.66 & 16.66 & -88.30 & 71.64 \\
88.30 & -88.30 & 732.05 & -643.75 \\
-71.64 & 71.64 & -643.75 & 572.11 \\
\end{pmatrix} \]

\[ \Lambda = \begin{pmatrix}
-9.55 \times 10^{-14} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 3.31 \times 10^{-16} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 16.65 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 13.21 \times 10^2 \\
\end{pmatrix} \]

\[ A = \begin{pmatrix}
0.32 & 0.71 & -0.63 & -0.08 \\
-0.32 & 0.71 & 0.63 & 0.08 \\
-0.63 & -0.00 & -0.21 & -0.74 \\
-0.63 & 0.00 & -0.41 & 0.65 \\
\end{pmatrix} \]
Fig. 4.11: This figure depicts the time evolution of the trace of the covariance matrix for a run of the Michaelis-Menten model with MPDE-conservation.
Fig. 4.12: This plot depicts the linear relationship or “correlation” of the species in the Michaelis-Menten reaction system. This information is easily obtained from the covariance matrix, $\Sigma$, above. (a) Scatter plot of the correlation between species E and ES, (b) Scatter plot showing the correlation between species P and S.
Fig. 4.13: Comparison between the simulation data of the Michaelis-Menten reaction system and the Principal Components obtained from PCA showing that the variation of the PCs is very similar to the original data from the ODE simulation. (a) Plot of the Principal Components (PCs) against time, (b) ODE simulation plot of the Michaelis-Menten system.
Chapter 5

Results

The Marginal Probability Density Evolution (MPDE) has been implemented within iBioSim and MPDE with conservation constraint resolution has been implemented in C/C++. Several example models have been applied to test the performance and accuracy of MPDE to compare it with that of SSA. Models such as the VKBL circadian rhythm [47], and the Michaelis-Menten enzymatic reaction system [33], were taken as starting models because of their detailed description and documentation in the literature. The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows: all simulation results pertaining to the Michaelis-Menten enzymatic reaction network is presented in Section 5.1 and the aforementioned VKBL circadian rhythm is explored in Section 5.2.

5.1 Michaelis-Menten

The first model considered is the Michaelis-Menten reaction system. The chemical reaction network for this system is described in Appendix A.1 and depicted in Figure 5.1. This model describes the velocity of enzymatic reactions by relating the rate with the concentration of a substrate. Figure 3.2 on Page 25 shows the ODE simulation results for the Michaelis-Menten system. For a simple system like this, ODE models work well. However, it has been widely argued, as stated in Chapter 3, that ODE models assume that the system varies deterministically and continuously. This assumption might be valid when there are large amounts of molecules and the cell volume is well-stirred. The fact is that most systems are discrete and stochastic, meaning that there is a small amount of molecules and chemical reactions occur at random. Therefore, stochastic models are required to better capture the true behavior of biochemical networks.

\footnote{The SBML file and network description for this model can be found in biomodels database under ID BIOMD0000000101 (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/publmodels).}
Fig. 5.1: Michaelis-Menten schematic diagram as drawn in iBioSim. Species are represented by curved rectangles while reactions are drawn as small circles labeled $R_j$. Arrows leaving from a species and arriving in a reaction $R_j$ indicate that species $R_j$ is a reactant in this particular reaction. Arrows arriving at a species $S_i$ indicate that reaction $R_j$ affects species $S_i$. Also, reactions are affected by modifier species. This case is represented by a line connecting the modifier species and the reaction it participates in.

Figure 5.2(a) shows the results after simulating the Michaelis-Menten system using Gillespie’s Stochastic Simulation Algorithm (SSA). One can notice that the behavior is very similar to that of the ODE results. Indeed, for a very large amount of molecules these two simulations will be nearly identical. SSA simulations produce a single path or sample from the probability density function described by the chemical master equation (CME). Very often designers are interested in answering two fundamental questions: what is the “typical” behavior of the systems and how robust is it? A simple and intuitive approach is to take the average of multiple independent runs of SSA as shown in Figure 5.2(b). For simple systems like this averaging yields accurate results. However, most interesting biological systems in nature, as well as synthetically engineered, exhibit a high degree of stochasticity. For highly stochastic models simply aggregating tends to distort the intrinsic behavior of the biological system and this effect will be shown in the subsequent sections.

This model was also simulated using MPDE and the result is shown in Figure 5.3(a). Though not very accurate, MPDE is able to capture the intrinsic behavior of the enzymatic network. The inaccuracies in the MPDE simulations are due violations of some conservation constraints.

To illustrate the effect of conservation constraints on MPDE, let us first consider the
enzymatic reaction system of Michaelis-Menten in Appendix A.1. This model contain a
couple of weakly correlated species and the conservation law is given by $[E] + [ES] = K$ and
$[S] + [P] = K + [E]$, where $K$ is some initial condition (molecule amount). When MPDE
is applied to this model the result is close to the expected behavior, but it deviates a little
and is not as smooth and clean as a single SSA run or average of multiple SSA runs, as
shown in Figure 5.3(a). Broken conservation laws force MPDE to deviate from the true
behavior of the system. However, these constraints are resolved when the refined version
of MPDE, MPDE-conservation, is applied to the system. Figure 5.3(b) depicts the results
 corresponding to MPDE-conservation, yielding a smooth path that is true to the expected
behavior of the enzymatic network.

5.2 VKBL Circadian Rhythm

The VKBL oscillator is a minimal model of a circadian rhythm based on positive and
negative feedback networks [47]. It is composed primarily of two genes, an activator $A$ and
a repressor $R$. $A$ acts as a positive element in transcription by binding to the $A$ and $R$
promoters to increase transcription rates. On the other hand, repressor $R$ acts as a negative
element by inhibiting the activator. The schematic for this circuit is shown in Figure 5.4
and the corresponding reaction network is discussed in Appendix A.2.

When simulated with both deterministic (ODE) and stochastic (SSA) models, this
system exhibits an oscillatory behavior (See Vilar et al. [47] for ODE simulations). In the
deterministic model, every oscillation is identical to the previous one, whereas the stochastic
model shows variability both in the number of molecules and the period of oscillation, as
seen in Figure 5.5(a). These variations correspond to inherent fluctuations of the biochemical
network.

Under certain conditions or, more specifically, for some values of parameters, both
the stochastic and deterministic approaches produce similar results. However, Vilar et al.
[47] have found that parameters that indicate a stable steady state using the deterministic

\footnote{All deterministic simulations referred to in this section have been referenced to the work of Vilar et al. [47].}
approach continue to produce sustained oscillations when simulated with SSA. Therefore, the presence of noise can change the behavior of the system revealing marked qualitative differences that cannot be observed by deterministic means [47].

As pointed out before, single SSA runs cannot reveal the clean average “signal” hidden under noise. The common approach to filter out the noise component is by averaging multiple independent stochastic simulations. However, as shown in Figure 5.5(b), the method of averaging may wash out the true behavior of highly stochastic systems. The proposed solution is to use MPDE [11]. Nevertheless, even MPDE fails when there are conservation constraints in a biochemical network like the VKBL oscillator. Figure 5.6(a) illustrates the effect of conservation constraints violation in MPDE, where all oscillations are concealed but just the first.

The core of MPDE relies on the assumption that any pair of species in the system are conditionally independent given the rest of the system. Nonetheless, if dependencies appear among the species, MPDE may perform poorly and even yield incorrect results. The matter of fact is that most interesting biological systems in nature as well as man made contain tightly correlated species. In addition, an increasing number of computational methods use forms of abstraction to accelerate the computation time by reducing the effective number of chemical reactions. When systems are abstracted in this way, dependencies may be introduced [43]. Therefore, MPDE is not attractive to simulate systems that have been abstracted [48,49]. Hence, a method is required to correct errors caused by MPDE when conservation constraints appear. The technique presented in Chapter 4 successfully resolves these types of errors by identifying dependent species from independent species. After moieties have been properly separated, MPDE is run only for the independent species, which can then be used to compute the states of the dependent species. Figure 5.6(b) shows how MPDE-conservation successfully maintains conservation laws intact, producing the expected behavior of this oscillatory network.
Fig. 5.2: Results of simulating the Michaelis-Menten enzymatic reaction system using SSA. (a) Depiction of a single SSA path, (b) Shows the result of averaging 100 independent SSA simulation runs. The parameters used to produce these simulations are given in Appendix A.1. Simulated using iBioSim.
Fig. 5.3: Results of simulating the Michaelis-Menten enzymatic reaction using MPDE. (a) Simulation obtained using MPDE, (b) Results of simulating the model with MPDE-conservation. The parameters used to produce this figures were: $\tau = 0.1$ and $runs = 200$. 
Fig. 5.4: VKBL schematic diagram as drawn in iBioSim. Species are represented by curved rectangles while reactions are drawn as small circles labeled $R_j$. Arrows leaving from a species and arriving in a reaction $R_j$ indicate that species $R_j$ is a reactant in this particular reaction. Arrows arriving at a species $S_i$ indicate that reaction $R_j$ affects species $S_i$. Also, reactions are affected by modifier species. This case is represented by a line connecting the modifier species and the reaction it participates in.
Fig. 5.5: Stochastic simulations of the VKBL circadian rhythm: (a) Single SSA run for 300 seconds, (b) Average of 100 SSA runs illustrating how this approach can wash out the expected behavior of highly stochastic and/or oscillatory networks. These simulations were performed using the VKBL model from the biomodels database in iBioSim.
Fig. 5.6: Stochastic simulations using MPDE and MPDE-conservation. (a) MPDE results illustrating the effects of conservation constraints. Conservation constraints impose biochemical laws among the chemical species that are broken by MPDE. (b) Results of MPDE-conservation showing successful results when conservation laws are taken into account in MPDE.
Chapter 6

Discussion

While the results show that MPDE is a promising algorithm to simulate genetic circuits, there are areas in which it can be further improved. First, MPDE uses SSA as its core algorithm. Modifying MPDE to use more efficient methods such as tau-leaping would increase its computational efficiency. Efficient SSA variants often contain restrictions that would be passed on to MPDE. It would be beneficial to investigate ways to combine different simulation methods at run time to accelerate MPDE computational time. In addition, making the time increment adaptive might increase the efficiency of MPDE as well.

Second, MPDE relies on the assumption that species are conditionally independent. This independence approximation has proven to be accurate for detailed reaction networks. However, when abstraction methods are employed, highly correlated species may appear. Further research should be done to lift the conditional independence restriction and find a method to generate more accurate molecule counts for every species without violating conservation constraints. In the same line, the way the conservation constraints identification algorithm is currently implemented can be written in a more efficient manner. Presently, both MPDE and MPDE-Conservation are implemented separately. These two methods can be combined such that if conservation laws do not exist in the system, then MPDE is run without having to verify and periodically check that conservation constraints are met. On the other hand, if there are conservation relationships in the reaction network, then MPDE-Conservation is used for the simulation.

In addition to linear relationships, there may appear other subtle correlations among the molecular species that are not detected by conservation constraint analysis. These correlations can be identified by computing the covariance matrix at the beginning of each time increment in MPDE. If there exists any correlations, Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) can be used to transform the space into an effective number of uncorrelated species, the principal components, that hold most of the variations of the system. The principal components are used to run the simulation until the end of the time increment, at which time the space is transformed back into its original species, thus having corrected the correlations. The drawback with this method, as opposed to conservation analysis, is the computational burden of having to find the covariance matrix and running PCA for every time increment. Whereas conservation analysis is done only once, at the beginning of the simulation, and uses a simple equation to compute the dependent species from the independent species, thus making it the preferred method. All in all, PCA would be great tool to be used if, after doing conservation analysis, there still remain correlations that make even MPDE-conservation fail.

Furthermore, there are genetic circuits that can exhibit bi-stability, like the toggle switch presented by Wilhelm [41], or multi-stability. For such systems, MPDE is only able to follow a single path, which turns out to be the most likely path. It would be useful to extend MPDE’s capability to identify bifurcations and compute the probability of each possible path. Finally, the capabilities of MPDE can be exploited and further improved if it is implemented in a tool such as iBioSim. ¹

To finalize this work, there are two major limitations about MPDE with conservation constraint resolution listed below. The first one, simulation time, is inherent to the structure of the algorithm and very little can be done about it. The second limitation can be further explored by using PCA to detect and correct nonlinear correlations among the species. Nonetheless, it will add some overhead time, thus making the algorithm slower.

- Slightly slower than MPDE and much more slower than SSA;
- Only linear relationships can be corrected.

¹See http://www.async.ece.utah.edu/iBioSim/.
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Appendix A

Chemical Reaction Network Models

A.1 Michaelis-Menten Enzymatic Reaction Network

Table A.1: Michaelis-Menten Reaction Network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Rate Constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E + S \xrightleftharpoons{\kappa_1} ES$</td>
<td>$k_1 = 0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ES \xrightleftharpoons{\kappa_2} E + S$</td>
<td>$k_2 = 0.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ES \xrightleftharpoons{\kappa_3} E + P$</td>
<td>$k_3 = 1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2: Reaction rate constants for the Michaelis-Menten model in Table A.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ES$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$
N = \begin{pmatrix}
R_1 & -1 & -1 & 1 & 0 \\
R_2 & 1 & 1 & -1 & 0 \\
R_3 & 1 & 0 & -1 & 0
\end{pmatrix}
$$

Fig. A.1: Stoichiometry matrix for the Michaelis-Menten model.
### A.2 VKBL Circadian Rhythm Reaction Network Model

Table A.3: VKBL circadian rhythm model reaction network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Rate Constant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$DA \xrightarrow{k_1} DA + MA$</td>
<td>$k_1 = 50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DAp \xrightarrow{k_2} DAp + MA$</td>
<td>$k_2 = 500$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DR \xrightarrow{k_3} DR + MR$</td>
<td>$k_3 = 0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DRp \xrightarrow{k_4} DRp + MR$</td>
<td>$k_4 = 50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$MA \xrightarrow{k_5} A + MA$</td>
<td>$k_5 = 50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$MR \xrightarrow{k_6} R + MR$</td>
<td>$k_6 = 5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A + DA \xrightarrow{k_7} DAp$</td>
<td>$k_7 = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A + R \xrightarrow{k_8} C$</td>
<td>$k_8 = 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A + DR \xrightarrow{k_9} DRp$</td>
<td>$k_9 = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A \xrightarrow{k_{10}} \emptyset$</td>
<td>$k_{10} = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C \xrightarrow{k_{11}} R$</td>
<td>$k_{11} = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$MA \xrightarrow{k_{12}} \emptyset$</td>
<td>$k_{12} = 10$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$MR \xrightarrow{k_{13}} \emptyset$</td>
<td>$k_{13} = 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R \xrightarrow{k_{14}} \emptyset$</td>
<td>$k_{14} = 0.2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DAp \xrightarrow{k_{15}} A + DA$</td>
<td>$k_{15} = 50$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DRp \xrightarrow{k_{16}} A + DR$</td>
<td>$k_{16} = 100$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.4: Reaction rate constants for the VKBL model in Table A.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAp</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRp</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MR</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. A.2: Stoichiometry matrix for the VKBL model.